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strength of the foregoing arguments, I believe it to be a
genuine piece of the Gnosis, which either survived the
rooting out of heresies by means of secret tradition, or
owed its resurrection to an unconscious reaction against
the dominion of official Christianity. The survival, or
unconscious revivification, of the vessel-symbol indicates a
strengthening of the feminine principle in the masculine
psychology of that time. This symbolization by means of
a mysterious image must be interpreted as a spiritualizing
of the erotic motive evoked by the service of woman.
But spiritual transformation always means the holding back
of a sum of libido, which would otherwise be immediately
squandered in sexuality. Experience shows that, when
a sum of libido is thus retained, one part of it flows into
the spiritualized expression, while the remainder sinks into
the unconscious, where it effects a certain activation of
corresponding images of which this vessel symbolism is
the expression. The symbol lives through the holding
back of certain libido forms, and then in its turn becomes
an effective control of these libido tendencies.
The dissolution of the symbol is synonymous with a
dispersal of libido along the immediate path, or at least
with an almost irresistible urge towards direct application.
But the living symbol exorcises this peril. A symbol
loses its magical, or, if one prefers it, its redeeming power,
as soon as its dissolubility is recognised. An effective
symbol, therefore, must have a nature that is unimpeachable.
It must be the best possible expression of the existing
world-philosophy, a container of meaning which cannot be
surpassed; its form must also be sufficiently remote from
comprehension as to frustrate every attempt of the critical
intellect to give any satisfactory account of it; and, finally,
its aesthetic appearance must have such a convincing appeal
to feeling that no sort of argument can be raised against
it on that score.

